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101 Innovations in Scholarly
Communication
Kramer, Bosman: 101 Innovations in Scholarly Communication - the Changing Research Workflow





Created by scientists of all
disciplines.
Created during a book sprint
during CeBIT 2014.
Film about the CoScience
Handbook on YouTube.
10.2314/coscv2
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Open Video Lectures
The Open Science Lectures
are a CoScience spin off.
Videos about best practices
of interdisciplinary scientific
work.
Open Science Lectures in TIB’s AV Portal
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Information Research
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You are looking for . . . scientific
literature?
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You are looking for . . . scientific films?
1. TIB’s AV Portal
2. YouTube
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You are looking for . . . research data?
1. Initial discovery almost
always in publications:
either the data is linked
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You are looking for . . . software?
1. Initial discovery almost always
in publications: either the data
is linked or get in touch with the
author(s)!
2. Best solution: Research
institutions provide a repository
hosting service with a version
control system.
3. GitHub
4. swMATH: database for
mathematical software
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Scientific Publishing
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Publishing interdisciplinary Research
Apart from a few exceptions like Nature or Science
interdisciplinary journals with an outstanding reputation are
rare!
Which subject-specific high-ranking journals are closest to
your work?
Which journals have your cited papers been published in?
Which journals does your institution recommend for
publication?
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PLOS ONE: A multidisciplinary
peer-reviewed open access journal





The author has to finance the
publication herself.
Career risk: Reputation is not
high enough.
Career risk: Does your
community accept Open
Access?
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Publishing Video Abstracts
TIB’s AV portal provides several video abstracts and videos
on video abstracts:
Exploring Video Abstracts in Science Journals: An Overview
and Case Study
Video Abstracts and Video Supplements to Scientific Articles
How to turn an abstract into a video abstract
Scientific Audiovisual Materials and Linked Open Data
Watch out for TIB’s workshops on how to create video
abstracts in cooperation with Filmjungle.
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Social Networks for Researchers
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Social Networks for Researchers
So far, there is no single researchers’ network to cover all
acquaintances.
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Contact, Discussion, Questions
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Contact, Discussion, Questions
Mila Runnwerth
Tel.: +49 511 762 3979
mila.runnwerth@tib.eu
https://xkcd.com/1256/
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